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tion engine and turbine stations are now in operation. The
output of a condensing engine may be increased from M to A
per cent, in this way with but little extra space occupied anc
often without building additions.
The status of low pressure turbine development may perhapi
be best judged from the summary of the report of the Committe,
on Power Generation of the American Electric Railway Associa
tion in 1910, which is quoted below as follows:	_
"In general, the installation of low pressure turbines may b
recommended wherever there are good engines installed or u
the case of a new installation where the load factor and the cos
cost are high. In plants having a large installation of a goo
type of reciprocating engine the low pressure turbine may_b
added at a total cost, including new condenser, auxiliary
foundations, piping, etc., of not to exceed $25.00 per kilowafr
thus bringing down the average overall investment per ki owa
of the entire plant and so reducing the fixed charges per kilowal
hour."	, ,    .    ,  •.,
In deciding whether steam turbines or engines shall be mstalle
the question of steam economy naturally receives first consider!
tion While comparative tests under exactly similar conditioi
have probably never been made and although it is necessary 1
make some assumptions in order to compare fairly the te
results where operating conditions vary slightly, the followu
table from Kent's Mechanical Engineer's Handbook will pro
table XXI—comparative steam economy op turbine and com-
pound engine
Per cent, full load 
41 
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123 
Avg*
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Pounds water per brake horse power 
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ably compare the two units with regard to economy as well
any. These values refer to a 600 hp. horizontal turbine op
ating with saturated steam at 150 lb. pressure and 28 in. vacui
and an 850 hp. compound engine. These sizes of units are stl
as are often found in interurban power stations.	j
A study of this table as well as other tests under nearly identi

